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MONITORING OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY



Monitoring objectives

- Through mapping and monitoring, identify social media spaces used for 
communication by communities of different interests and occupations;

- Analyze sentiment towards routine immunization, vaccination and polio issues 
(“positive”, “negative”, “no relevant posts”, “difficult to identify”) on each social 
media space;

- Specify trending topics, the dynamics of social media conversations, key 
influencers, and audience intentions to initiate vaccination-related 
conversations; 

- Analyze content with negative and positive sentiments, and opinions polls;

- Compose a list of recommendations to enhance the communication strategy 
around polio, vaccination, and routine immunization on social media.



Social media networks: Facebook and Vkontakte
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Vkontakte Facebook

Number of Personal Accounts from 
Ukraine (in millions)

Jul-14 Nov-16

1 google.com.ua+google.com

2 vk.com

3 youtube.com

4 mail.ru

5 yandex.ua

6 olx.ua

7 facebook.com

The Most Visited Websites by Ukrainians 
(Oct 2016)



Vkontakte: Basic features

Engagement  Panel:
- Like
- Share
- Comment

News Feed:
Post with specified date and time

Page Information:
- Description
- Launch date
- External links
- Contacts

Total number of 
followers with 
personal profiles

Contacts of Page 
Administrators



Health-related social media 
spaces (health products, 

NGOs, polyclinics, private 
hospitals, health experts, 

media, government)
50 

Methodology: Data collection

Thematic social media spaces of 7 focuses:Popular pages:

Children-related social media 
spaces

(children products, magazines & 
websites)

50 

Vaccination/Polio social 
media spaces

23

City groups and public pages in 
2 cities of each Oblast in Ukraine

173

Medical community
(doctors, health experts)

10 

Education community
(teachers, primary teachers, 

educators)
20 

Parents’ community 
34

Country Ukraine

Level of 
Engagement

Highly active Active Medium

Selection criteria:

Top-100 public pages +
Top-100 personal pages

Top-100 public page
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SENTIMENT AND COMMUNITIES’ ENGAGEMENT



Popular pages: Information about routine immunization 

Doctor Komarovskiy
(796,340 page followers)

Evgeniy Komarovskiy 
(Personal page, 96,462 followers)

Doctor Komarovskiy. Official page 
(387,906 page followers)

Type Number of 

spaces monitored

Sentiment towards routine 

immunization/vaccination/polio issues

Positive Negative No relevant posts

Public pages on Facebook 100 21 7 72

Personal pages on Facebook 100 11 4 85

Public pages on Vkontakte 100 2 3 95

Major spaces with supportive information - pediatrician Eugeny Komarovskiy:

https://www.facebook.com/komarovskiynet/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/uakomar?fref=ts
https://vk.com/eokomarovskiy


Communities’ engagement on social media

- Platform for communities based on their professional interests (e.g., medical 
workers and teachers)

- Politicians, medical experts, non-governmental organization (NGO) 
representatives, members of the media community, and other professionals who 
maintain the personal accounts

- Platform for more general audience divided by personal interests, including 
their living environment, child health, and vaccination

- No official personal accounts due to ethical and political reasons, which 
influences the quality of information disseminated and communicated by people



7 likes and 11 shares 
of a vaccination-

related post:

“The new resource 
with information 

about vaccination, 
infectious diseases and 

immunoprophylaxis
was launched in 

Ukraine”

Posted on Oct 21, 2016

Education community

- 19 out of 20 social media spaces had no relevant posts
- low engagement and interest in immunization-related conversations

Posted on Dec 17, 2015

165 likes and 687 
shares of a profession-
related post:

“What members of the 
commission have to 
consider during 
verification of the 
education workers, and 
what can they not 
demand?”

“Pedagogic Council” (9,774 group members)

https://www.facebook.com/pedrada.osvita/?hc_ref=PAGES_TIMELINE&fref=nf


“MedInfo”
(8,393 group members)

“Routine vaccination 
against polio will prevent 
new disease outbreaks”
14 likes, 2 shares

“Ukrainian Medical Students' Assosiation”
(12,654 followers)

“October 24 is the World Polio Day, which is 
aimed at informing world community about 

poliomyelitis and conditions it may cause”
26 likes, 11 shares

Medical community

- On Facebook cluster together 
to share articles in the area of 
health care and medicine 
(sources: UNICEF in Ukraine, 
MOH, media) 

- Active members are doctors 
and health care workers

- Groups to raise awareness 
about certain issues, rather 
than communicate with 
counterparts

https://www.facebook.com/groups/MedInfoUA/
https://vk.com/ukrmsa


Health-related social media spaces

- 60% of groups with positive information 
about vaccination and routine immunization

- Polyclinics, private hospitals, pharmacies 
encourage parents to vaccinate their children 
with available vaccines 

- Linkage between doctors and general 
audience on pages administrated by health 
care workers to promote their services:

”Ministry of Health of Ukraine”
(26,389 followers)

“Notes of the Infectiologist. Evgeniy Shcherbyna” (3,195 members)

https://www.facebook.com/moz.ukr/?fref=ts
https://vk.com/public99023927


Children-related social media spaces

- The majority of the groups has no relevant posts
regarding child immunization

- With supportive information about child 
immunization - official pages of UNICEF in 
Ukraine: 73,271 followers on Facebook and 
55,302 followers on Vkontakte

- Quizzical or anti-vaccination content was 
detected in the groups under the themes of 
“autism” and “religion” 

“Children in Happy Family/Christianity” (25,684 followers)
”Childbirth plan.  #11 Do not vaccinate my newborn child with BCG 

vaccine, against hepatitis B and do not make any other injections”

https://vk.com/duhovno_nravstvennoe_vospitanie


”Who vaccinated children with MMR vaccine? Is 
this vaccine safe? Is there anyone who had their 
child vaccinated in the Hospital #2? Anonymously”

City groups and public pages

- Unite residents of a particular city

- News shared from local media resources or city 
administrations rather than from national media resources

- 34 out of 44 city groups and public pages with active 
discussions about child immunization were identified on 
Vkontakte, especially in the popular groups “Overheard in 
(City name)”, which allow the audience to leave their 
questions, anonymously as an option

”In Kremenchug there is no serious reactions 
to DTP vaccines - City Department of Health” 

“Overheard in Kharkiv”
(60,800 page followers)

“Overheard Dubno”
(5,909 page followers)

“Overheard in Vinnytsa” (43,575 followers)

“Kremenchuk Telegraph” (44,595 followers)

https://vk.com/kharkov.overheard
https://vk.com/public71548239
https://vk.com/vi2nitsa
https://vk.com/telegraf_in_ua


Parents’ community on social media

〰1.27 million users in 10 groups

- Popular information resources to follow 

- Conversations in response to posted content about 
vaccination and routine immunization

〰 952.000 users in 24 groups

- The majority of the audience is mothers, who gather in 
special groups under the theme of child-support allowance 
in Ukraine or a particular city (“Moms of Kramatorsk” with 
4,676 members; “Moms of Energodar” with 7,636 members)

- Mothers actively communicate on daily basis with their 
peers about child nutrition, upbringing, child-friendly 
public spaces, health care, including vaccination

“Doctor 
Komarovskiy”
(796,340 followers)

“Club of Parental 
Mastery”
(378,377 followers)

“Child-support Allowance/Ukraine”
(165,868 followers)

”Mom’s world/Child-support Allowance”
(21,165 followers)

https://vk.com/mamochki_kramatorska
https://vk.com/dar.mamy
https://www.facebook.com/komarovskiynet/
https://www.facebook.com/vospitaj/?ref=br_rs
https://vk.com/ndp_official
https://vk.com/mir_mam_ndp


Activity of mothers’ groups on Vkontakte

Oct-Nov 2016: Total members Total posts Posts about 
vaccination

Child-support Allowance/Ukraine 165,868 189,000 1,087

Friendly Donbass Families 19,331 41,899 142

Moms of Dniprodzerzynsk 7,377 14,546 112

Opportunity to:

- Participate in real-time conversations (short-lived, maximum 2 days)
- Receive advice from the audience

https://vk.com/ndp_official
https://vk.com/dsd_donbass
https://vk.com/mamo4ki_dndz


Audience: Female and male personal accounts

“Moms of Poltava” (2,134 members)

98% 2% 55% 45%

Parents’ group: City group: ”Overheard in Poltava” (60,079 members)

“If you have a child, do not get vaccination….While 
we were sitting in the queue, our pediatrician 
shocked us that children were hospitalized after 
vaccination.”

22 out of 137 comments are from male accounts

Engagement of male personal accounts in the vaccination-related discussions:

“Overheard in Poltava” 

https://vk.com/mamochkipoltava
https://vk.com/pl_overhear
https://vk.com/pl_overhear


Vaccination/Polio social media spaces

Stop Polio Ukraine

(2,037 page followers)

- Among 23 social media spaces, there were 5
with supportive and 17 with negative views 
towards vaccination 

- Total audience in Ukraine - 10,574 personal 
accounts

POSITIVE:

- Groups with positive sentiment are 
supported/related to UNICEF Ukraine or 
Rotary in Ukraine

NGO "Parents for Vaccination"
(1,878 page followers)

Parents for Vaccination
(229 group members)

Vaccination - Healthy Society
(527 page followers)

Everything About Inoculations, 
Vaccines and Infectious Diseases
(64 group members)

https://www.facebook.com/StopPolioUkraine/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/bzvorgua/?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/groups/bzvorgua/561565760705605/?notif_t=group_activity&notif_id=1478456709256672
https://www.facebook.com/VakcinaciaZdoroveSuspilstvo/?ref=br_rs
 https:/vk.com/club108613768


Sample of the 
Vaccination 
Exemption Letter 

- NGO that  was established in 2006 as “independent from any 
political, financial or religious interests”
(http://www.privivok.net.ua/)

- Unite individuals with very strong beliefs about the harmful and 
damaging influence of vaccines to a child’s health

- Provide parents with the information about mechanisms to 
overcome official regulation for their children to be accepted to 
kindergarten or school without a vaccination certificate

505 group members

950 group members

Anti-vaccinators: NGO “League of Civil Rights Protection”

http://www.privivok.net.ua/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/privivok.net.ua/?fref=ts
https://vk.com/privivoknetua


Major anti-vaccination social media spaces: Russia

“1796 - Homeopathy and Vaccination”
(5,826 group members)

http://homeoint.ru/privivki.htm

“Truth About Vaccination”
(66,863 group members)

http://privivke.net

https://www.facebook.com/groups/184909694911895/?ref=br_rs
http://homeoint.ru/privivki.htm
https://vk.com/antiprivivki
http://privivke.net/


ROUTINE-IMMUNIZATION- AND VACCINATION-RELATED
CONTENT

- Time and Parents’ Intentions to Communication about Vaccination
- Trending Topics about Routine Immunization 
- Traditional Media and Social Media Networks
- Opinion Polls and Positive and Negative Content
- Key contributors: pro- and anti-vaccination voices
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“Child-support Allowance/Ukraine”

“Night chat for young mothers! Which inoculations 
have to be done at the first place? And is it necessary 

to vaccinate child?”
Oct 22 at 11pm, 295 comments

Time and parents’ intentions to communicate

- To consult before visiting a pediatrician

- To check if vaccination is allowed with certain health conditions (e.g., a nose cold or fever)

- To ask opinions after a nurse/pediatrician’s has telephoned to provide about the availability of a 
certain vaccine and invited the parent to take child for vaccination

- To share experiences after a morning visit to a pediatrician

- To share concerns of AEFIs a child may experience after vaccination with DTP, BCG, and/or polio 
vaccines

- To explore general attitudes towards routine immunization and vaccination with a particular type of 
vaccines

- To inquire information about a certain type of vaccines and its availability in a local hospital 

Morning (9 am – 10 am) 

Afternoon (1 pm – 3 pm)

Late evening (10 pm – 2 am)

https://vk.com/ndp_official


“Friendly Donbass Families” (19,331 members)

Among 41,899 posts during Oct-Nov 2016:
- 119 questions about DTP vaccines
- 15 about BCG vaccines 
- 2 about polio

Trending topics about routine immunization

“Child-support Allowance/Ukraine” (165,868 members)

Among 189,000 posts during Oct-Nov 2016:
- 755 questions about DTP vaccines
- 305 about BCG vaccines
- 27 about polio

- Renewal of mass vaccination campaign after temporary shortage of vaccines
- Active reporting on the DTP vaccination

https://vk.com/dsd_donbass
https://vk.com/ndp_official


“Good evening, moms. Who took a chance to make 
inoculation with DTP vaccine, what reactions did your child 
have? Child’s leg was paralyzed with intense pain, so it was 
even impossible to touch it...”

Mother from Kyiv

“Children's Kyiv” (10,485 followers)

Among 90 comments:

7 comments - doctor/pediatrician recommended NOT to 
vaccinate child with Indian vaccine

Mother from Kyiv

”We were advised by nurse to wait for another vaccine”

- “child became disabled”
- “leg was paralyzed”
- “lost ability to walk” 
- “hospitalized with difficult conditions”
- “died after vaccination”

Reporting on DTP vaccines reaction

https://vk.com/kid_kiev


“Who did vaccination against DTP? I heard lots of 
stories that children became almost disabled afterward” 
- 68 comments

“I don't know whether to vaccinate my child with DTP 
or not. I am scared because of the complications 
children may have afterward" - 53 comments

“Who had vaccinated children with DTP  vaccine 
recently (Indian)? Is it true that every second child has 
complications afterward?” – 88 comments

- TV Programme “Dirty Vaccine” about 
“poor quality” of DTP vaccine from India

- Aired on National TV Channel “STB” on Oct 24 
and immediately raised volume of social media 
conversations 

Traditional media and social media networks



Nov 11: “Very important!!! These are side effects of DTP 
vaccination! This is my daughter’s hand…Medical 
observation showed that daughter’s immune system is 
completely destroyed”

False information on social media: Coincidental events

“Sumy - the best city in the world!” (110,479 followers)

Larysa Sergeeva
Deputy Chief Pediatrician, Sumy Children Hospital

- Open environment for incorrect or false messages to circulate 
without barriers

- Without expert opinion can be taken by public as trustworthy with 
influence on the overall sentiment towards vaccination

“Reaction presented on those 
photos was caused not by 
vaccination, but an infection 
developed after an injury”

386 likes, 122 shares, 166 comments

TV Programme “Problematic Vaccine”:

https://vk.com/ilikesumy?w=wall-14378770_881480


“Mothers hello! Who vaccinated child with DTP vaccines? What was 
the reaction? Ours was very serious, with a high temperature of +38C 
during the whole night + vomiting. And there is intensive pain in the 
leg, because while walking child is limping and crying”

“Child-support Allowance/Ukraine”
(165,868 members)

Reporting on vaccination reaction: Graphic images

BCG vaccines:DTP vaccines:

“Moms of Ukraine/Child-support Allowance”
(14,921 members)

“Girls, we had received BCG vaccine in the end of 
August in Dnipro, and in the end of September it 
started to change its colour. Is it too red?”

https://vk.com/ndp_official
https://vk.com/sm_ua


“Husband called and said that Indian vaccine was available in 
our kindergarten, so we were offered a vaccination. Is this 
vaccine so bad?”

Mother from Dnipro, 
married

Social media conversations: Listening

“Thank you for 
your opinions! 
We decided not to 
vaccinate now”

“Mom’s World/Child-support Allowance”(18,205 members)

Audience of “passive” listeners:



- Sensational media stories or emotional posts received a high 
response from the audience

- Published by popular accounts, conversations influence a 
dynamic of online conversations and can spread unverified 
facts

Main contributors: 

1) anti-vaccination advocates who share  URLs of video and 
articles

2) those who demand a response from official accounts 
(Minister of Health, MPs) by tagging them in comments

Conversations on Facebook

2,200 likes, 817 shares, 167 comments

Yuriy Butusov
Editor at 
Censor.net.ua
(157,143 followers)

“Child died from 
poliomyelitis, illness that can 
be successfully prevented by 
vaccination"

https://www.facebook.com/butusov.yuriy/posts/1409182172455408


OPINION POLLS AND POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CONTENT
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Child-support Allowance/Ukraine (256 votes)

Q: Do you vaccinate your children?

Yes, according to calendar                                     50%
Yes, but not all                                                    30,08%
No, I don’t think it is necessary                       13,67%
Skip and show the res                                         6,25%

“Doctor Komarovskiy. Official Page” (3,047 votes)

Q: Are your children vaccinated strictly according to 
official calendar?

Yes, all vaccinations are made on time             40,5%
No, the problem is in the absence of vaccine   12,8%
Child often has ill health                                     16.2%
Decided to vaccinate after 1 year                       13,7%
Refused to vaccinate                                            16,8% 

Opinion polls about routine immunization/vaccination

https://vk.com/ndp_official
https://vk.com/eokomarovskiy


“Moms of Dniprodzerzhynsk” (276 votes)

Q: Did you vaccinate your child with DTP?

Did not vaccinate. Waiting for European vaccines  50%

“Child-support Allowance/Ukraine” (77 votes)

Q: Did you vaccinate your child with DTP?

Vaccinated. Without regrets                                     20,78%
Vaccinated. Regretted; there were side effects           1.3%
Will vaccinate upon receipt of an invitation          22,08%
Did not vaccinated. Wrote a refusal                        35,06%

Noticeable rise in percentage of DTP vaccines refusal

Opinion polls about DTP vaccines

Questions themselves mirror rumours about DTP vaccine

https://vk.com/ndp_official


“National recommended vaccination schedule. Keep for 
yourself”
2 likes, 1 comment

Content analysis: Positive sentiment

“Mom’s World/Child-support Allowance”(18,205 members)

“There are numerous posts about vaccination and allergic reactions. Here is 
information about possible side effects and precautions”
4 likes, 0 comments

“Child Support Allowance/Moms of Ukraine/Chatterbox” 
(37,322 members)



“Mothers, who did vaccination against polio 
in drops (Bulgaria) and what was the 
reaction?"

10 out of 11 comments are positive about vaccination 
against polio and this particular vaccine:

INITIATOR:

Mother from 
Poltava

“Moms of Poltava” (2,134  group members)

“Good”

”Everything was okay in 
our case too”

”Everything was good”

Conversations with positive sentiment: Polio



“Vaccine as Possible Reason for Autism”

Resources of anti-vaccination content

- MedAlternativa http://medalternativa.info
- Life Movement http://life-move.ru/
- Rusekar http://ruslekar.info
- Genocide of Rus People http://genocid.net/
- League of Civil Right Protection http://www.privivok.net.ua
- Vaccination - Panacea or Death http://antivakcina.org

Movie “Vaxxed. From Cover-Up to Catastrophe"

”Herbicide Glyphosate is Discovered in Vaccines”

Announcements to 
collect donations:

”Two weeks after 
vaccination against 
polio, the newborn 
child was 
hospitalized with  a 
hydrocephaly 
diagnose” 

http://medalternativa.info/
http://life-move.ru/
http://ruslekar.info/
http://genocid.net/
http://www.privivok.net.ua/
http://antivakcina.org/


Key contributors: pro- and anti-vaccination voices

- Members or followers of anti-vaccination groups, who 
often promote vaccination refusal within other social media 
spaces and conversations

- Attach URLs of articles and video to discourage parents 
from vaccination

- On Facebook - individuals affiliated with MOH, UNICEF in Ukraine, NGO “Parents 
for vaccination” etc.

- On Vkontakte – parents, who defend their personal supportive views about the 
importance of vaccination, and health professionals with individual intentions to join 
the conversation in a city or a parents’ group of their location

Anti-vaccination advocates:

Pro-vaccination advocates:



KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Increase the presence of credible facts and information within social media networks.

2. Create/support a resource on the Vkontakte network with the word “vaccination(прививка)” in the 
headline.

3. Intervene into the social media spaces of professionals (health care workers, teachers) with credible 
information about polio, vaccination, and child immunization.

4. Create a coordinated communication platform for experts with active social media profiles.

5. Reach parents’ groups and ensure expert engagement in discussions to address vaccination-related 
questions and concerns.

6. Meet audience demand for localized and practical information related to their living environment.

7. Plan effective communication on social media in advance of mass delivery of certain vaccines.

8. Continue comprehensive monitoring of social media networks and online conversations - in particular, 
the dynamics and influence of anti-vaccination advocates on social media.


